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Stationary axisymmetric SU„2… Einstein-Yang-Mills fields with restricted circularity
conditions are Abelian
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In this paper we prove that in a stationary axisymmetric SU~2! Einstein-Yang-Mills theory the most reason-
able circularity conditions that can be considered for the Yang-Mills fields imply in fact that the field is of
embedded Abelian type, or else that the metric is not asymptotically flat.
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Since the discovery of the existence of regular solutio
in the SU~2! Einstein-Yang-Mills~EYM! theory @1# a lot of
effort trying to find new interesting non-Abelian solution
has been expended and new solutions~most of them in a
numerical form! have been found in the presence of symm
tries ~spherical and axisymmetric cases! and for static and
stationary spacetimes~see references in@2#!. In this paper we
will concentrate on the stationary axisymmetric SU~2! EYM
theory. When working with stationary axisymmetric Yan
Mills ~YM ! fields, most of the~numerical! known solutions
make use of the same ansatz: the one introduced by Ma
@3# and Rebbi and Rossi@4#. However, this ansatz preven
the use of Weyl’s coordinates for spacetime, as oppose
what can be done in Einstein-Maxwell theory. The possib
ity of using Weyl’s coordinates would simplify considerab
the Einstein equations but theAnsätzeconsidered up to now
in this direction have~numerically! been shown to be incom
patible with non-Abelianity and asymptotic flatness. Nev
theless, there seems to be no general argument agains
possibility of the existence of an ansatz suitable to me
asymptotic flatness and the non-Abelian nature with the
of Weyl’s coordinates for the metric. Here, we clarify th
point by proving rigorously that a rather natural conditi
@see Eq.~16!# for fulfilling that ansatz cannot in fact be im
posed, as a non-Abelian solution for the stationary axisy
metric SU~2! EYM equations with the appropriate asym
totically flat behavior cannot exist.

In order to show this result, letj and h be the Killing
vectors that generate the Abelian groupG2 of isometries of
the stationary axially symmetric spacetime,j being a time-
like vector field andh being a spacelike one with compa
periodic trajectories. Owing to the fact that both of the
commute, we are able to choose adapted coordinates,t
andf, such thatj5] t andh5]f . We will also assume tha
the elementary flatness condition forh is satisfied so that the
axis is a regular two-dimensional submanifold of the spa
time. We further impose on the stationary axisymmet
spacetime that it admits 2-spaces orthogonal to the gr
orbits, that is to say, that

j`h`dj5j`h`dh50 ~1!

holds, wherej (h) is the 1-form corresponding to the vect
field j (h). Now, if one assumes that the metric contains
axis ~or, at least, one of its points!, the ~Ricci-! circularity
theorem@5,6# states that Eq.~1! is equivalent to
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j`h`R~j!5j`h`R~h!50, ~2!

whereR(v)[Rmnvmdxn, Rmn being the Ricci tensor. With
these assumptions the metric can be written in the Lew
Papapetrou form@7,8#:

ds252 f ~dt2vdf!21 f 21@e2g~dr21dz2!1W2df2#,
~3!

where f, v, g, and W are functions of ther and z coordi-
nates.

Let us now suppose that the matter content is given
non-Abelian SU~2! gauge fields coupled to gravity. We wi
use the following expression for the YM fieldF:

F5dA1A`A, ~4!

where the YM potentialA is an su~2!-valued 1-form, which
satisfies

A†52A, trA50. ~5!

In components

Fmn5An,m2Am,n1@Am ,An#, ~6!

where a comma followed by an index denotes a partial
rivative with respect to the corresponding coordinate. T
EYM equations read

Gmn58pGTmn , ~7!

DmFmn50, ~8!

whereGmn is the Einstein tensor; here and in the followin
we takec51. The YM equations~8! can also be conve
niently expressed as

d * F1A` * F2 * F`A50, ~9!

where * F denotes the Hodge dual ofF. The energy-
momentum tensor,Tmn , and the gauge-covariant derivativ
Dm , are defined as

Tmn[
1

2p
trH 2FmsFn

s1
1

4
gmnFabFabJ , ~10!

Dm[¹m1@Am ,•#, ~11!
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where¹m denotes the covariant derivative. For a review
EYM fields, see@2#.

By using the Einstein equations~7!, conditions~2! can be
rewritten as

j`h`T~j!5j`h`T~h!50, ~12!

which is just the same as askingTtr , Ttz , Tfr , andTfz to
vanish. Following Heusler and Straumann@9# and Heusler
@10#, one can write the Ricci-circularity conditions in a mo
compact form:

tr$F~j,h!Bj1 * F~j,h!Ej%50, ~13!

tr$F~j,h!Bh1 * F~j,h!Eh%50, ~14!

whereEv andBv stand for2 i vF and i v* F, respectively,i v
being the inner product~see@10# for definitions!. These con-
ditions are valid for SU~N! in general.

The next step is to impose symmetries on the YM fiel
Following Bergmann and Flaherty@11# and Forga`cs and
Manton@12#, and taking into account thatj andh commute,
it is possible to use part of the gauge freedom in order
write the symmetries on the YM potentials as

Lj Am5Lh Am50, i.e., Am5Am~r,z!. ~15!

Some gauge freedom still remains, allowing us to perfo
transformations which depend onr andz only, if necessary.

Looking at Eqs.~13! and ~14!, which represent four dif-
ferent constraints, one could ask oneself if they might b
consequence of the EYM equations plus the symmetry c
ditions. That is true for the electromagnetic case, because
relations

j`h`F5j`h` * F50 ~16!

follow from the Maxwell equations and the fact thatA
5A(r,z). However, as claimed in@9#, in a non-Abelian case
there are no known general arguments derived from E
equations and symmetry conditions that establishF(j,h)
5 * F(j,h)50. Nevertheless, these appear to be the m
reasonable assumptions one can put forward in order to
isfy equations~13! and ~14!. It should be noticed that this
ansatz for the YM fields is conserved under gauge trans
mations, as it is imposed on the YM fields instead of on
YM potentials.

In the following, we will assume the restricted circulari
conditionsF(j,h)5 * F(j,h)50 ~in coordinates,Ftf5Frz
50) for stationary axisymmetric SU~2! gauge fields, and we
will prove that these natural assumptions give rise to emb
ded Abelian cases or to non-asymptotically flat spacetim
Using Ftf5Frz50 in Eq. ~7!, it is very easy to see thatW
has to be harmonic, i.e.,

W,rr1W,zz50. ~17!

For this reason it is possible to perform a coordinate tra
formation such thatW5r ~Weyl’s coordinates!, so that the
metric may be written as
06401
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ds252 f ~dt2vdf!21 f 21@e2g~dr21dz2!1r2df2#.
~18!

In these coordinates it can be shown that the Einstein eq
tions~7! reduce to the following two equations where neith
g nor its derivatives appear, plus other equations forg,
which will not be relevant in what follows:

r2f ¹2f 2r2~¹ f !21 f 4~¹v!2

524G f tr$ f 2~vFtr2Frf!21 f 2~vFtz2Fzf!2

1r2~Ftr
2 1Ftz

2 !%, ~19!

¹•~r22f ¹v!

528Gr22f tr$FtrFrf1FtzFzf2v~Ftr
2 1Ftz

2 !%,
~20!

where¹ represents the 3-dimensional flat-space nabla op
tor in cylindrical coordinates (r,z,f).

Let us now concentrate on the YM equations and m
concretely on ther and z components. In order to simplify
them we use the constraintFtf50. Because of our choice o
a gauge whereA depends onr andz only and the fact that
the gauge group is SU~2!, the above restriction leads to tw
possibilities:Af50 or At5lAf , with l5l(r,z) a scalar
function.

For the first one it is easy to prove that every compon
of F has to be proportional toAt . We shall show immedi-
ately that this leads to an embedded Abelian field@recall that,
by definition, an embedded Abelian field is one such that
potentialA satisfiesA5bT0, whereb is a scalar 1-form and
T0 a constant element (dT050) in the Lie algebra of the
gauge field; the YM equations are then equivalent to
Maxwell equations for the potentialb, d * (db)50]. The
proof proceeds as follows: If all components ofF commute
with At , then they are all proportional to a common eleme
in su~2!, and@Fmn ,Fab#50, for all indicesm, n, a, b. This
can be expressed by the statement

F5sT, ~21!

wheres is a scalar 2-form andT is a ~in general, coordinate-
dependent! 0-form with values in the Lie algebra su~2!. By
imposing the Bianchi identitydF1A`F2F`A50 on F,
we get

05dsT1s`~dT1@A,T# !. ~22!

We deal successively with two possible cases: eitherdT
1@A,T# is proportional toT or they are independent. In th
first case,dT1@A,T#5aT, wherea is a scalar 1-form. By
exterior differentiation of this equation, we getda50, thus
giving locally a5dh for a certain functionh. Substituting
this in Eq.~22!, we get 05ds1s`dh, so thatd(ehs)50.
Then, there will exist locally a 1-formb such that

s5e2hdb. ~23!
0-2
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The YM equation~9! for F yields 05e2hd( * db)T, i.e.,
d * (db)50, thus showing that the physical content of a Y
field satisfying Eq.~21! is simply that of a Maxwell field. By
defining T̃[e2hT, we get

F5dbT̃, ~24!

dT̃5T̃`A2A`T̃, ~25!

d~ * db!50. ~26!

In the case whereT anddT1@A,T# are independent, we ge
ds50 anddT1@A,T#50. There will exist locallyb such
thats5db. The resulting equations are similar to Eqs.~24!–
~26!:

F5dbT, ~27!

dT5T`A2A`T, ~28!

d~ * db!50. ~29!

We shall now conclude from Eqs.~27!–~29! that the gauge-
invariant condition~21! is equivalent to the standard defin
tion of embedded Abelian fields@similar considerations ap
ply to the formally identical equations~24!–~26!#: By
defining

C[A2bT, ~30!

and substitutingA5bT1C in Eq. ~27!, we conclude

dC1C`C50, ~31!

so thatC is pure gauge@locally, C5S21dS, for an SU~2!-
valued 0-formS#. Thus, A5bT1S21dS. By substituting
this expression forA in Eq. ~28!, we getd(STS21)50, so
that STS215T0, for a certainT0, with dT050. In conclu-
sion,

A5S21bT0S1S21dS, ~32!

so thatA is just a gauge transform of

A05bT0 . ~33!

@Please notice that the gauge transformationSmay be chosen
to be independent oft and f, thus leaving condition~15!
invariant.#

Let us consider more closely the other option:

At5lAf . ~34!

When one substitutes Eq.~34! into ther andz components
of Eq. ~8! the following relations are obtained:

~l f v1rl1 f !~l f v2rl1 f !@Af ,Ffr#50, ~35!

~l f v1rl1 f !~l f v2rl1 f !@Af ,Ffz#50.
~36!
06401
There are three possible choices. If the commutators van
we apply the result just proved above, and we obtain ag
an embedded Abelian solution, as every component ofF can
be shown to be proportional toAf . As for the two other
possibilities, they essentially reduce to the same one bec
they are related by means of a reversal of the sense of r
tion (l→2l, v→2v). For that reason, we can choose o
of them, our result being valid for the other one, too. As
consequence, the form for the function of proportionality b
tweenAt andAf reads

l5
f

r2 f v
. ~37!

There still remain the two other components of the Y
equations, namely, thet and f components. Using on the
previously mentioned equations the relations

Frt1
1

l
Frf52

f

re2g

l ,r

l
Af , ~38!

Fzt1
1

l
Fzf52

f

re2g

l ,z

l
Af , ~39!

derived from Eq.~34!, one obtains the following equation:

H l ,rr1l ,zz2
r1 f v

rl
~l ,r

2 1l ,z
2 !J Af50. ~40!

As said before, the case withAf50 is an embedded Abelian
one, so we will concentrate on the other possibility:

l ,rr1l ,zz2
r1 f v

rl
~l ,r

2 1l ,z
2 !50. ~41!

The second-order derivatives in Eq.~41! may be substi-
tuted by using Eq.~37! and a combination of the Einstei
field equations~19! and~20! @to be more precise, we use th
field equation corresponding to2(r2 f v)2Gtt12 f (r
2 f v)Gtf2 f 2Gff]. The resulting equation reads

r f ,r1 f 2v ,r2 f 524G
f 2

l2
~l ,r

2 1l ,z
2 !tr~Af

2 !. ~42!

From Eq.~42! we see that the left-hand side has to be no
negative@recall that tr(Af

2 ),0#, but in that case the asymp
totically flat condition cannot hold. To prove that, one on
has to introduce in Eq.~42! the asymptotic behavior off and
v

f→12
2M

r
1OS 1

r 2D , ~43!

v→2
2J

r
sin2u1OS 1

r 2D , ~44!
0-3
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wherer andu are spherical coordinates related tor andz as
r 5Ar21z2 andu5arctan(r/z), andM andJ are constants
When this is done, the leading term of the left-hand side g
like 21, yielding a contradiction.

Thus, the only case which is not essentially Abelian ha
be nonasymptotically flat, which makes it unacceptable.
have proved this result for an SU~2! EYM theory. Our
method depends on the fact that for SU~2! a vanishing com-
mutator of two quantities in the corresponding Lie algeb
implies that either one of them vanishes, or that a relat
06401
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such as Eq.~34! holds. However, this is not true for SU~N! in
general, because if N is greater than two, it is possible to
two-dimensional Abelian subalgebras in the associated
algebra. Therefore, the procedure followed here canno
generalized to SU~N! in general.
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